<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>START: Who has a noun?</th>
<th>A word that names people, places, things, ideas and states of being. <em>Who has a verb?</em></th>
<th>A thinking, saying, action, feeling or doing word. <em>Who has an article?</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A word that comes before a noun and helps to answer the question which one/s in particular. <em>Who has a pronoun?</em></td>
<td>A word that stands in place of a noun. <em>Who has an adjective?</em></td>
<td>A word that describes, evaluates or defines a noun. <em>Who has a preposition?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A word that describes the location of a noun indicating time, place, manner, causality. <em>Who has a full stop?</em></td>
<td>Used at the end of a sentence that is a statement or command. <em>Who has a capital letter?</em></td>
<td>Used for the first letter of a sentence or for a name. <em>Who has an exclamation mark?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replaces a full stop to give a sentence a stronger meaning and to emphasise the emotion or feeling. <em>Who has a question mark?</em></td>
<td>Replaces a full stop to show a sentence is a question. <em>Who has a comma?</em></td>
<td>Used to separate words, phrases or numbers in a series and the separation between parts of a sentence. <em>Who has a connective/conjunction?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A word that joins two sentences together with a logical relationships of time, cause and effect, comparison or addition. <em>Who has speech marks?</em></td>
<td>Shows part of the text that is quoted or direct speech. <em>Who has an adverb?</em></td>
<td>A word that describes a verb, an adjective or another adverb. <em>Who has a compound sentence?</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Two equal status sentences/clauses that are joined by a connective.

**Who has a proper noun?**

**Name of a person, place or thing.** Always starts with a capital letter. *Who has a collective noun?*

**A word that is used for a group of things.**

*What are opinion adjectives (including judgements)?*

### Words that tell us opinions such as nice, naughty, nasty, wonderful, marvellous, boring

**Who has a comparative?**

**An adjective that compares a noun to other nouns and describes the differences.** *Who has a superlative?*

**An adjective that describes the most extreme or highest degree of quality.**

*Who has a finite verb?*

### Verbs that have a specific tense and a subject with which they grammatically agree.

**Who has a possessive apostrophe?**

**Used to show a noun owning something.** *Who has a contractive apostrophe?*

**Used to show that a letter is removed to shorten the words.** *Who has ellipsis?*

### Three dots together showing missing or unfinished words. Sometimes said ‘and. so. on.

**Who has an abstract noun?**

**Nouns used to name things that we cannot see but which exist in thoughts and feelings.** *Who has a complex sentence?*

**A sentence that has a main (or independent) clause and one or more subordinate (or dependent) clauses.** *Who has brackets?*

### Marker ( ) used to enclose an explanatory word, phrase or sentence, an aside or a commentary.

**Who has a semicolon?**

**Marker used to indicate a separation between clauses that is stronger than a comma but less complete than a full stop.** *Who has a colon?*

**Marker used to separate a general statement from one or more statements that provide additional information, explanation or illustration. END**